





































This paper proposes the use of the two-factor term-structure model of Longstaﬀ and
Schwartz (1992a, LS) to estimate the risk-neutral density(RND) of the future short-
term interest rate. The resulting RND can be interpreted as the market’s estimate
of the densityof the future short-term interest rate. As such, it provides a useful
ﬁnancial indicator of the perceived uncertaintyof future developments in the short-
term interest rate. The LS approach used in this paper provides an alternative to
option-based estimation procedures, which maybe useful in situations where options
markets are not suﬃcientlydeveloped to allow estimation of the implied distribution
from observed option prices. A simulation-based comparison of these two approaches
reveals that the diﬀerences in the results are relativelysmall in magnitude, at least for
short forecast horizons. Furthermore, the LS model is quite successful in capturing
the asymmetries of the true distribution. It is therefore concluded that the LS model
can be useful for estimating the distribution of future interest rates, when the purpose
is to provide a general measure of the market’s perceived uncertainty, for example as
an indictor for monetarypolicypurposes.
JEL classiﬁcation: C15, E43, E47, G12
Keywords: Implied distribution, risk-neutral density, Longstaﬀ-Schwartz model, den-
sityforecast, interest rate expectations, forecast evaluation1 Introduction
The term structure of interest rates is an important source of information for market
participants as well as central banks since it provides information on, among other
things, the market’s expectations concerning future monetary policy. Speciﬁcally,
the estimated implied instantaneous forward interest rate curve can, given adequate
assumptions, be interpreted as the expected short-term interest rate, which is directly
or indirectlycontrolled bythe central bank. However, implied forward rates do
not provide anyinformation on the uncertaintyassociated with the expected future
short-term interest rate. In particular, at anygiven time the market’s assessment
of the degree of uncertaintycannot be inferred from the implied forward rate curve.
Furthermore, it does not provide anywayof telling whether the risk is perceived by
the market to be mainlyon the upside, mainlyon the downside, or evenlybalanced.
Recently, new techniques have been proposed to extract information from option
prices in order to address these issues; see e.g. Bahra (1997), Melick and Thomas
(1997), Söderlind and Svensson (1997), and Bliss and Panigirtzoglou (1999). The
implied risk-neutral density(RND) of the underly ing interest rate can be recovered
from observed option prices, given a suﬃcientlydeveloped and liquid market for
options written on short-term interest rates. The resulting RND canbe interpreted as
the market’s ex ante estimate of the future short-term interest rate density, assuming
risk neutrality. The estimated implied RND’s are used by a growing number of
central banks as a ﬁnancial indicator of the market’s perceived uncertaintyof future
developments in the short-term interest rate.
Unfortunately, in many countries, including Sweden, the market for options written
on short-term interest rates is not suﬃcientlydeveloped to allow estimation of implied
RNDs based on option prices, and it is therefore necessaryto resort to alternative
approaches in order to estimate the densityof the future interest rate. In this paper,
the dynamic process that determines the evolution of the short-term interest rate is
estimated, and the densityfor the future interest rate that is implied bythe estimated
process is subsequentlyextracted.
An important question is which model to use for the interest rate process. There is a
large number of one-factor and multifactor models available that have been suggested
1in diﬀerent theoretical and empirical studies. Much of the empirical evidence suggests
that one factor is not enough to satisfactorilycapture the dy namics of the short-term
interest rate. Of the multifactor speciﬁcations, the two-factor model of Longstaﬀ and
Schwartz (1992a, LS) has become increasinglypopular. The two fundamental factors
in this model are the level of the short-term interest rate itself, and the volatility
of the short rate. This model has several advantages that makes it attractive as a
candidate for estimating the interest rate density. First, the two factors in the LS
model − the short-term interest rate and its volatility − are intuitivelyreasonable
as determinants of the interest rate process, and theyhave also been found to be
important in empirical work. Second, the LS model is a general equilibrium model,
which makes it appealing in a theoretical perspective. Third, from a practical point
of view, the model belongs to the aﬃne class of models, and therefore provides closed-
form solutions for zero-coupon bond prices, which facilitates estimation of the term
structure using cross-sectional data.
Consequently, the LS model is used in this paper to estimate the distribution of
the future short-term interest rate. Since this approach is somewhat of a second-
best solution given the lack of suﬃcient option prices, it is interesting to compare
the densityforecasts obtained using the LS model with more standard option-based
densityforecasts. Speciﬁcally , a relevant question is if, and to what extent, the LS
approach yields results that are diﬀerent from the implied option approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
overview of the theoretical background of the LS model and discusses the term struc-
ture and the interest rate densitythat is implied bythe model. Section 3 deals with
the practical estimation issues of the model as well as the LS density, and applies
the model to Swedish data. A number of empirical examples are presented in Sec-
tion 4, along with a discussion of how the results can be interpreted. Section 5
provides Monte Carlo-based evaluations of the LS densityforecasts and comparisons
with densityestimates obtained from option prices. Finally , Section 6 concludes the
paper.
22 The Longstaﬀ-Schwartz Model
2.1 Theoretical Background
Longstaﬀ and Schwartz (1992a) propose a two-factor general equilibrium model for
the short-term default-free interest rate and its variance. This section provides a very
brief overview of the theoretical foundation of the LS model; for details the reader is
referred to the original article.1 The model is based on a framework similar to the
continuous-time economyof Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) (CIR henceforth), but
where the number of state variables is two instead of one. These two state variables,
X and Y, are assumed to have the following mean-reverting dynamics:
dX =( a − bX)dt+ c
√
XdZ1, (1)
dY =( d − eY)dt + f
√
Yd Z 2, (2)
where Z1 and Z2 are two scalar Wiener processes that are assumedto be uncorrelated.
The two state variables, in addition to a stochastic component, govern the return
process for investment in the single constant-return-to-scale production technology




=( µX + θY )dt+ σ
√
Yd Z 3, (3)
where Z3 is a Wiener process assumed to be uncorrelated with Z1. This means that X
can be interpreted as a factor that represents technological changes that are unrelated
to uncertaintyin the production process, whereas Y represents a factor associated
with production uncertainty.
The individuals in the economyare assumed to have identical log-utilitypreferences,
and capital markets are assumed to be perfectlycompetitive and frictionless. By
maximizing expected discounted utilitysubject to a standard budget constraint, the
following equilibrium dynamics are obtained for wealth:
dW =( µX + θY −ρ)Wdt+σW
√
Yd Z 3. (4)
1 See also Rebonato (1998), pp.313-340.
3The current values of the two state variables and of wealth completelydescribe the
state of the economyand the distribution of future returns on investment.
Values of contingent claims with boundaryconditions that do not depend on W can
be expressed in terms of the two unobservable state variables X and Y. These values
are obtained bysolving the fundamental partial diﬀerential equation satisﬁed byall
contingent claims. Furthermore, byapply ing a change of variables, it is possible to
express prices of contingent claims in terms of two variables that are observable, or
which can be estimated, instead of in terms of the unobservable state variables. This
can be done bynoting that the instantaneous interest rate is simplyequal to the
expected return from the production process minus the variance of the production
returns. The short-term interest rate is found to be
r = αx+βy, (5)
where α ≡ µc2,β≡
￿
θ−σ 2 ￿
f 2 ,and where x and y are the rescaled state variables
x ≡ X/c2 and y ≡ Y/f2. Similarly, the instantaneous variance of changes in the
risk-free rate is given by
V = α2x + β2y. (6)
Consequently, given that α ￿= β, x and y can be expressed in terms of r and V, which









As a result, the dynamics of the short-term interest rate and the variance of changes









































where γ ≡ a/c2,δ≡b, η ≡ d/f2, and ξ ≡ e.
The parameters α, β, γ, δ, η,a n dξare all assumed to be positive. Hence, equations
(9) and (10) implythat both r and V can onlyassume positive values. Furthermore,
4in order to avoid complex values of r and V, the arguments under the square root
sign must be nonnegative, which requires
αr ≤ V ≤ βr. (11)
It is clear from equations (9) and (10) that the two processes are interdependent
in such a waythat a high level of the short rate implies a high value of the current
instantaneous volatility, and vice versa. Hence, changes in the short rate and changes
in volatilityare positivelycorrelated, which is consistent with empirical evidence on
short-term interest rates.2 It is also possible to show that the correlation is bounded
between zero and one. The fact that the volatilityis not onlydetermined bythe
level of the short rate displays an important advantage of the two-factor Longstaﬀ-
Schwartz model over one-factor models like CIR, where the instantaneous volatility
i sg i v e nb yat e r mo ft h et y p eσrφ.
2.2 The Term Structure and Implied Forward Rates
As noted above, the LS model provides a fundamental partial diﬀerential equation
(PDE) which is obeyed by all contingent claims. This PDE can be used to obtain the
term structure of the economy. The price of a discount bond can be found by solving
the PDE, subject to the terminal condition that the value of a bond equals one at
maturity. Since the LS model belongs to the class of aﬃne models, a closed-form
solution is available for the bond prices. The solution is a two-factor analogue to
the closed-form bond prices in the CIR model. In particular, the price of a discount
bond τ years before maturity is expressed as:










2 See Chan et al. (1992) for evidence on U.S. interest rates, and e.g. Dahlquist (1996) for evidence

















κ ≡ γ (δ +φ)+η( ν+ψ).
As displayed by (12), the discount bond prices is a function of the current level of the
short-term interest rate, the current instantaneous volatility, and the six parameters
α, β, γ, δ, η, and ν. The parameter λ denotes the market price of risk. Since the LS
model is an equilibrium model, λ is determined endogenouslybythe model, which
ensures that it is consistent with the absence of arbitrage. Note that λ always appears
as a sum with ξ, which means that there exists an inﬁnite number of combinations
of λ and ξ that produce the same yield curve. It is therefore not possible to estimate
the market price of risk using onlydata from the term structure of interest rates for
a given time. Estimation of λ also requires information about the observed process
of the short rate as opposed to the risk-adjusted process. Byassuming that the local
expectations hypothesis holds, we can set λ =0 ,and express bond prices in terms of
ξ instead of ν.
Given values of the two state variables r and V, and estimates of the six parame-
ters {α,β,γ,δ,η,ξ}, the yield to maturity on a τ-period zero coupon bond is easily
calculated as
Y (τ)=
−( κτ +2γlnA(τ)+2ηlnB(τ)+C( τ)r+D( τ)V)
τ
. (13)






For the LS model, the implied forward rate turns out to be a relativelycomplex
expression, which nevertheless can be obtained bycalculating the partial derivative
in (14). Both the yield and the forward rate converge to a constant value as the
maturity τ increases
Y (∞)=γ( φ−δ )+η( ψ−ξ). (15)
The fact that yields and forward rates converge to a ﬁnite constant is a desirable
propertyfor term structure models, since long term y ields frequentlyare interpreted
as indicators of the perceived credibilityof monetarypolicyin the long run.
In addition to the term structure of interest rates, the term structure of volatilities
can be obtained from the model. The result depends on the maturity, as well as on
the two state variables r and V. With ﬁxed initial values of the state variables, the
instantaneous bond return variance will converge to zero as the maturitydecreases,
while the variance converges to a constant value as maturityincreases to inﬁnity .
2.3 The Longstaﬀ-SchwartzDensity
The dy namics (1) and (2) implya speciﬁc joint densityfor the two state variables x
and y. Longstaﬀ and Schwartz (1992a, b) show that this densityis a bivariate non-
central chi-square densitywith closed form, given initial values of the state variables:
q(x,y,τ |x0,y 0)=
4
a ( τ ) c ( τ )
￿
x
b ( τ ) x 0
￿ γ − 1 / 2 ￿
y
d ( τ ) y 0



















































and where Ip (·) is the modiﬁed Bessel function of order p. Byusing the transfor-
mations (5) and (6), we obtain the bivariate noncentral chi-squared densityof the
two transformed state variables, q(r,V,τ |r0,V 0). Since the variables r and V are
correlated, the transformed densityis more elliptical (in the x − y plane) than the
densityof the two state variables x and y which are uncorrelated byconstruction.
In principle, it is straightforward to integrate the joint densityof r and V over all





q(r,V,τ |r0,V 0)dV, (17)
where the limits of the integral are due to condition (11). Hence, byestimating the
parameters of the LS model and then using the parameter estimates to calculate
(17), we can obtain an estimate of the future short-term interest rate distribution
implied bythe underly ing process of r and V.
3 Estimation Issues
3.1 Estimating the Longstaﬀ-SchwartzModel
The general equilibrium setup of the LS model implies that the six parameters of the
model should be constant over time, which means that the dynamics of the short rate
and its volatilityare constant as well. The parameters in the model can therefore be
estimated using time-series data on a proxyfor the short-term interest rate, and an
8estimated series of volatilities. In practice, however, this kind of model is frequently
estimated using cross-sectional data on bills and bonds at some speciﬁc time, which
is the approach chosen in this paper as well. This results in a new set of parameters
each time the model is estimated. An important advantage of using a cross-section
approach rather than a time-series approach to estimate the parameters in the model
is that byutilizing simultaneous information from the entire term structure, it should
be possible to capture changes in the dynamics of the term structure in a much more
timelymanner. While this time-vary ing parameter approach violates the equilibrium
setup of the model, it is nevertheless used in order to ﬁt the model to observed bond
prices as closelyas possible. This approach could be compared to the practice of
estimating the implied volatilityof the Black and Scholes (1973) model using one
or several observed option prices, rather than estimating the (assumed constant)
volatilityusing a time-series of returns of the underly ing asset.
The estimation procedure relies on (12), which provides a closed form solution for
the discount function. Using this expression, the six parameters of the LS model
can be estimated with cross-sectional bond price data, given initial values of the two
state variables r and V.3 First, the initial values of r and V are determined. Since
we are interested in using the result as a monetarypolicyindicator, the short rate
r is set equal to the oﬃcial repo rate, which is the Riksbank’s keymonetarypolicy
instrument.4
Next, the initial value of the variance in interest rate changes, V, is estimated. This
is done using a simple GARCH(1,1) model, assuming a constant conditional mean:
rt −rt−1 = µ +εt,ε t | Ω t − 1 ∼ N (0,h t), (18)
ht = α0 + α1ε2
t−1 +βht−1, (19)
where Ωt−1 denotes the information set at time t − 1.5 In principle, the GARCH
model should be ﬁtted to changes in the repo rate, since this is the chosen proxy
3 Alternatively, the values of r and V may be treated as two additional parameters, and be
estimated simultaneously with the six parameters of the model. In practice, however, this turns out
to be hard to accomplish.
4 Typically, the repo rate is very close to the interbank overnight interest rate.
5 This simple speciﬁcation does not take into account the assumptions in the LS model that
both the conditional mean and the conditional variance are dependent on the level of the short-term
interest rate as well as the level of the variance. An econometric speciﬁcation that is more more
in line with these features in the model is the following, as suggested by Longstaﬀ and Schwartz
9for r. However, as it is the oﬃcial rate set bythe Riksbank, the repo rate is often
constant over long periods of time, with sudden discrete jumps in one direction or
the other. It is therefore not suitable to use the repo rate to estimate V. Instead,
the variance should be estimated on changes in some market-determined short-term
interest rate that evolves continuouslyover time, such as a treasurybill rate. Due
to liquidityproblems in one- and two month Swedish t-bills, a three-month bill rate
is used in the variance estimations.6 Speciﬁcally, the series consists of daily three-
month t-bill yields, expressed as annualized continuously compounded rates, from
January1993 up to the estimation day . Since r is expressed as an annual interest
rate, V is annualized bymultiply ing ht with 250, the approximate number of trading
days per year.
Once the values of r and V have been determined, we are readyto estimate the
six parameters in the LS model, Θ ≡{ α,β,γ,δ,η,ξ}. As previouslymentioned, the
model is estimated using cross-sectional data on Swedish Treasurybills and bonds.
Speciﬁcally, the oﬃcial repo rate, all available bills with at least three months to
maturity, as well as all benchmark bonds are used in the estimations.7 Typically,
this amounts to around 5 Treasurybills with3 - 15 months to maturity , and around10
benchmark bonds with up to 15 years to maturity, in addition to the repo rate; hence,
a total of around 16 observations along the yield curve. Next, it is assumed that the
observed market prices of these instruments diﬀer from the prices produced bythe LS
model byan error term with zero expected value. This implies an assumption that
the LS model provides the true functional form for pricing bonds, or at least that
(1992a):
rt − rt−1 = µ0 + µ1rt−1 + µ2ht + εt,ε t | Ω t − 1 ∼ N (0,h t),
h t = α 0+α 1ε
2
t−1+β1h t−1+β2r t−1.
However, estimating this model turned out to be signiﬁcantly more time-consuming, while it provided
conditional variance estimates that were very similar to the ones obtained using (18) - (19). In fact,
the correlation coeﬃcient between the conditional variance series produced by the two models was
0.997 (0.995 for the changes in the variances) for daily Swedish 3-month money market rates between
January 1996 and December 1998. The simple speciﬁcation (18) - (19) was therefore chosen for the
sake of computational speed.
6 The use of three-month t-bill rates may also help to avoid the kind of idiosyncratic variation in
interest rates of shorter maturity that Duﬀee (1996) documents for U.S. dollar denominated ﬁxed
income securities. While the existence of similar eﬀects in Swedish short-term yields have not been
investigated yet, it can not be excluded that they are in fact present.
7 Benchmark bonds are speciﬁc series of government bonds that are selected by the Swedish Na-
tional Debt Oﬃce to act as benchmarks for bonds of diﬀerent maturities. The market for benchmark
bonds is very liquid, since trading tends to be concentrated to these bonds.
10it is suﬃcientlyﬂexible to be able to price all bonds correctly . Deviations between
observed and model prices maythen be seen as reﬂecting institutional or market
microstructural features.8
The estimates for the parameters in the LS model are obtained byminimizing the
distance between the observed market prices and the model’s theoretical prices of
bills and bonds, using NLLS:






Here, Pi denotes the observed price of bill/bond i among the n available securities
with diﬀerent maturities, while Pi(r,V, Θ) is the corresponding LS price given the
current values of r, V, and the parameter vector.
3.2 Estimating the Longstaﬀ-SchwartzDensity
Given the current values of the state variables r and V, and the parameter estimates
of the LS model, the densityfunction of future short rates implied bythe LS model
can be estimated. In principle, the values of the parameters and the state variables
could simplybe plugged into the closed form expression for the density(16), and
the marginal distribution of r could then be integrated out as in (17). In practice,
however, this turns out to be problematic. For some combinations of parameters
and state variable values, the numerical evaluation of the modiﬁed Bessel function
in (16) or the numerical integration of the bivariate densitybreaks down. 9
Consequently, the density will have to be estimated using some other approach. The
strategyemploy ed in this paper is to use Monte Carlo methods instead of the closed
form solution to obtain the density. This is done by using discretized versions of the
8 See Dahlquist and Svensson (1996) and references therein for a discussion regarding these
assumptions, and this approach to estimating the parameters in the model.
9 This seems to be a known problem with evaluating the closed-form solution for the LS density,
as pointed out by Rebonato (1998) (page 326). He notes that there are combinations of parameter
values that make the probability function tend to inﬁnity in the limit as one of the arguments goes
to zero. While the probability distribution always remains integrable, the numerical evaluation
of the integral tends to break down in these cases. Furthermore, it appears that this problem
occurs relatively frequently when the model is estimated using actual data, which suggests that
an alternative, more robust approach to the evaluation of the closed-form density expression is
warranted in practice.
11processes for the short rate and its variance to simulate possible future realizations
of r and V. Speciﬁcally , byusing an Euler approximation and assuming weeklytime
steps, discrete versions of the continuous-time dynamics are obtained as follows:






















Vt+∆t − Vt =
￿




















where ∆t =1 / 52, while ε1,t+∆t and ε2,t+∆t are drawn from two independent standard
normal distributions. Note that since we have assumed that the local expectations
hypothesis holds, (21) and (22) are approximations of the risk neutral dynamics of r
and V.
The equations for the discretized dynamics, (21) and (22), are used to simulate
future values of the short rate and its variance in a recursive manner, starting with
the current values of r and V.The simulated sample paths can be extended as far into
the future as one likes. In this study, a time horizon of up to one year is chosen, which
means that 52 future values of r and V are simulated, given the choice of ∆t =1 / 52.
This process is then repeated 20,000 times with the same set of parameter values, in
order to obtain a relativelylarge sample of simulated values. Hence, for each of the
52 future weeks following the date of estimation, the described procedure produces a
simulated sample consisting of 20,000 r’s and 20,000 V ’s. The next step is to obtain
an estimate of the distribution of the future short-term interest rate at each time,
which can be done byusing e.g. a simple histogram or some kernel estimator. Since
the simulations have been performed using the risk neutral dynamics, the resulting
densityestimate for some forecast horizon is the risk neutral density, RND, implied
bythe observed bond prices, and assuming that the LS model holds. The density
obtained using this approach is therefore comparable to the more common option-
implied density, which is also risk neutral.
124 RNDEstimates
This section presents various ways of displaying the results, discusses how the esti-
mated distributions can be interpreted, and takes a closer look at RND estimates
for a few selected dates in the sample. A natural wayto show the results is to plot
the estimated densityitself at a given date for some time horizon that is of interest.
Figure 1 displays the estimated RND for the one-month, three-month, six-month,
and one-y ear forecast horizons, implied bythe previouslydiscussed set of prices of
Swedish bills and bonds on April 20, 1999.10 This gives a snapshot view of the im-
plied densities at that date. The ﬁgure shows that as the forecast horizon grows,
the mass of the estimated densities is moved to the right, i.e. to higher interest rate
levels. This reﬂects the fact that the implied forward rate curve was upward sloping
at the time.11 Another feature displayed in the ﬁgure is that the densities are more
dispersed the longer the horizon. This is natural since there is greater uncertainty
about the possible future outcome for longer forecast horizons. However, as described
earlier, the short-term interest rate is stationaryin the LS model, which implies that
the distribution of future rates converges to an unconditional distribution, as the
time horizon grows to inﬁnity. Hence, the distribution changes relativelyless from
one forecast horizon to the next, as the horizon increases.
10 The RNDs in Figure 1 are estimated using a Gaussian kernel with optimal bandwidth, applied
to the set of simulated future interest rates. See Silverman (1986), pp. 40-45 for details on kernel
density estimation.
11 On this date, the level of the Riksbank’s oﬃcial repo rate was 2.90%.
13Another wayof display ing the results is to plot the PDFs for all horizons up to a
year in a three-dimensional diagram, as in Figure 2. Here, the number of weeks
ahead in time is displayed on the x-axis, the level of the short-term interest rate is
on the y-axis, and the probabilitydensityis on the z-axis. This ﬁgure clearlyshows
the convergence of the distribution as the horizon increases. A relevant question
is how one should interpret the distributions in ﬁgures 1 and 2 from an economic
perspective. Clearly, they show the distribution of the future ”short-term interest
rate”. Since the level of the Riksbank’s repo rate has been used as the initial short
rate in the estimations, and since the repo rate determines the shortest end of the
yield curve, it is natural to interpret the results in ﬁgures 1 and 2 as the expected
distribution of the future repo rate. This is consistent with using the implied forward
rate as an estimator of the expected value of future repo rates, since the implied LS
forward rate for a given horizon is equal to the expected value of the interest rate
distribution.12
Using this interpretation, the implied PDFs can also be displayed in terms of con-
ﬁdence intervals that show the regions within which the market believes that the
12 Naturally, this abstracts from the possibility of any term premia in the yield curve.
14repo rate will be, with a certain probability, at diﬀerent times in the future. Figure
3 shows a time series of the Riksbank’s repo rate from 1995 up until April 20 1999,
along with various conﬁdence intervals for the repo rate up to a year in the future,
estimated using data available on April 20. The darkest central band in the ﬁgure
covers 10 percent of the probabilitymass, and each of the wider bands cover an ad-
ditional 20 percentage points of the mass. Hence, the bands displaythe 10, 30, 50,
70, and 90 percent conﬁdence limits of the implied distribution.
Figure 3: Swedish repo rate and conﬁdence bands for the future rate,










1996       1997        1998        1999        2000
Graphs such as Figure 3 can be useful for e.g. a central bank to get an idea of
the markets’ perception of the uncertaintyconcerning the future repo rate. Wide
conﬁdence intervals indicate that uncertaintyis relativelyhigh as to the direction and
the size of repo rate changes. When the distributions are asymmetric, meaning that
conﬁdence bands are wider on one side of the central band than on the other, this
provides information that the market believes the uncertaintyis concentrated mainly
on one side. For example, if the bands above the central 10% band are wider than
the ones below the central band, then this would suggest that the market considers
it more likelythat rates will increase more than indicated bythe implied forward
rates, than that theywill increase less or decrease.
It is evident from Figure 3 that the bands for April 20 1999 are approximatelysy m-
metric and relativelynarrow. Comparing with the PDFs implied bythe data on,
for example, March 26 1996 and November 11 1997, it is apparent that the distribu-
tions have varied considerablyover time. Figure 4 shows the estimated distribution
15obtained on March 26 1996, when the repo rate had been cut on numerous occa-
sions during the months before the estimation date. According to the market prices
and the model, there was a strong belief that the Riksbank would continue to lower
interest rates in the coming months, but that the easing of monetarypolicywould
end late in 1996. However, the wide conﬁdence intervals show that there was a high
degree of uncertaintyin the market on the expected size of repo rate changes and also
on the timing of a policychange from expansionaryto neutral. The asy mmetryin
the bands also indicates that the risk was perceived bythe market to be somewhat
higher on the upside than on the downside, compared with the average expected
outcome.
Figure 4: Swedish repo rate and conﬁdence bands for the future rate,
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Figure 5 shows the estimated distribution obtained in a verydiﬀerent situation. On
November 11 1997, the repo rate had been kept unchanged at 4.10% for almost a
year, but the Riksbank had been signalling the need for a somewhat tighter monetary
policyfor some time. At the same time, the ﬁrst wave of the Asian crisis had hit
the world, leading to increased uncertaintyregarding the economic outlook. The
sharplyupward sloping central band in Figure 5 s hows that the Riksbank’s signals
had reached the market, and that there were expectations of higher interest rates in
the near future. Furthermore, the estimated distributions are asymmetric, leading
to wider bands above the central band in Figure 5, hence indicating that the risk
was perceived as being mainlyon the upside at this time.
16Figure 5: Swedish repo rate and conﬁdence bands for the future rate,
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All ﬁgures discussed above give snapshot pictures of the estimated uncertaintycon-
cerning the future short rate, given prices in the bond market at each speciﬁc esti-
mation date. However, these graphs tell us verylittle about the waythe market’s
perceived uncertaintyhas changed over time. One illustrative approach that can be
used for this purpose is to studytime-series of conﬁdence intervals for the expected
short rate for some given forecast horizon. Figure 6, for example, displays a time-
series of the 6-month implied forward rate, along with a 90% conﬁdence interval
obtained from the estimated LS PDF. This graph can be interpreted as displaying
the expected repo rate six months ahead, and the interval within which the market
believes that this rate will end up with a 90% probability(given the assumptions
discussed earlier). The chart clearlyshows that the degree of uncertaintyhas varied
over time. For example, the conﬁdence interval widened considerablyduring the
fall/winter of 1997, amid concerns for the Asian crisis and speculations of a rate hike
bythe Riksbank. It is also interesting to note that the implied distribution at this
time became more positivelyskewed, which resulted in a greater widening of the
upper than of the lower bands in Figure 6. Hence, graphs such as Figure 6 can be
of assistance in illustrating not onlychanges in the size of the market’s perceived
uncertainty, but also changes in the asymmetry of the distribution.
17Figure 6: Expected short-term interest rate and 90% conﬁdence interval












































5 Evaluating the LS Density
A natural question to ask is how well the estimated implied LS PDFs reﬂect the ’true’
underlying density of the short-term interest rate. It is also interesting to compare
the LS approach with the results obtained byestimating the distribution using option
prices. For markets where short-term interest rate options exist that are suﬃciently
traded to provide contemporaneous option prices over a wide range of exercise prices,
it appears that there are few advantages to relying on an approach such as the
one described above rather than on an option-implied approach to estimate interest
rate PDFs. The option-implied method utilizes information from a large number of
option prices that expire at the date for which the densityis estimated, whereas the
LS method uses bond price data for a number of diﬀerent maturities, all of which
maydiﬀer from the forecast horizon for the PDF. Intuitively , this should enable
more accurate PDF estimates for those speciﬁc horizons that coincide with available
maturities of traded option contracts. Furthermore, the option-implied approach is
more general in the sense that an estimated terminal PDF can be consistent with a
number of diﬀerent underlying processes for the short-term interest rate, whereas a
given process is consistent with onlyone terminal distribution. This assumes that
a suitable estimation technique is used to obtain the option-implied PDF, such as a
mixture of lognormal distributions. This is discussed further below.
18Since the LS model is an equilibrium model, it could be argued that the LS approach
has the advantage of being based on more solid theoretical underpinnings than the
option-implied methods commonlyused. Speciﬁcally , an implied interest rate den-
sityobtained using the LS model is alway s consistent with an economyin which
individuals have maximized expected utilityand in which asset prices are in equi-
librium, etc., whereas this need not be the case for the option-implied alternatives.
However, as mentioned before, the equilibrium properties of the LS model are not
consistent with calibrating the model to new cross-sectional data at diﬀerent points
in time. Nevertheless, the LS approach does ensure one appealing feature, namely
that all implied distributions are consistent with yields observed in the market and,
consequently, with the entire term structure of interest rates. On the other hand,
one could argue that given a suﬃcientlyﬂexible method for extracting option-implied
PDFs, anydistribution obtained using the LS approach could also be obtained us-
ing the option-implied approach. From a practical viewpoint, the LS approach has
the advantage of allowing the estimation of densities for arbitrarilychosen horizons.
This is useful since it provides an easywayof obtaining constant-maturityPDFs,
hence facilitating comparisons of various properties of the distribution over time.
Option-implied PDFs, on the other hand, can in general onlybe obtained for ﬁxed
expiration dates, which means that the horizon of the implied distributions will vary
over time.13
For countries like Sweden, where the interest rate option market is not suﬃciently
liquid and developed to allow estimation of option-implied PDFs, it is necessary
to use alternatives such as the LS model. It is therefore of interest to investigate
whether this approach yields results that are diﬀerent from those produced by the
option approach, and if so, to what extent. One wayof investigating these questions
is to estimate and compare the PDFs using the two methods for a countrywith a
suﬃcientlydeveloped options market. A problem with this approach is that it does
not allow us to sayif either or both PDFs diﬀer from the true PDF, since the true
PDF is not observable. A convenient wayof dealing with this problem is to use
simulated data, for which the true underlying distribution is known. This is the
approach taken in this section.
13 This is the case for exchange-traded options, which have ﬁxed expiration dates. By using OTC-
options it is possible to estimate constant-maturity PDFs. In practice, however, data availability
appears to limit this possibility to foreign exchange rate options.
195.1 Evaluating Density Forecasts for Diﬀerent Horizons
In summary, the evaluation procedure is set up as follows. First, a ’realistic’ data
generating process (DGP) is chosen to generate simulated sample paths for the fu-
ture short-term interest rate. Bygenerating a large number of paths, it is possible
to calculate zero-coupon bond prices, as well as call and put option prices, for arbi-
trarymaturities. Second, the parameters of the LS model are estimated using the
cross-section of simulated bond prices, from which the implied LS PDF then can
be obtained. Similarly, the option-based implied PDF can be estimated using the
simulated option prices. Third, the ’true’ PDF can be estimated as the sample dis-
tribution of the simulated future short-term interest rates. Finally, the results from
the two alternative methods can be evaluated against the ’true’ PDF using standard
statistical goodness of ﬁt tests, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic.
The ﬁrst issue to deal with is the choice of DGP. It should be able to reproduce
observed features of historical short-term interest rates, such as mean-reversion, con-
ditional heteroskedasticity, and level-dependent volatility. A large number of models
for the process of the short-term interest rate that capture some or all of these fea-
tures have been proposed in the term-structure literature. A recent variant was
suggested byKoedijk, Nissen, Schotman and Wolﬀ (1997, KNSW), who proposed
the following discrete-time speciﬁcation for the short rate r:
rt+∆t − rt = α0 +α1rt +α2r2
t +εt+∆t, (23)














This model encompasses both the level eﬀect of Chan, Karolyi, Longstaﬀ, and
Sanders (1992, CKLS) and the conditional heteroskedasticityeﬀect of a GARCH(1,1)
model, while at the same time allowing for linear as well as nonlinear mean-reversion
in the drift. KNSW ﬁnd that their model outperforms both the CKLS and a speciﬁ-
cation where the conditional variance is given bya simple GARCH(1,1) model, since
both level eﬀects and conditional heteroskedasticityeﬀects are found to be important
features in interest rate data. Consequently, the KNSW model seems to provide a
suitable DGP to simulate the short-term interest rate.
20Table 1: QML estimates of the KNSW model for


















Figures in parentheses are robust Bollerslev and Wooldridge
(1992) standard errors. The Ljung-Box tests for autocorre-
lation in the levels and the squared standardized residuals
are based on 20 lags. The ﬁgures given for these tests are
p-values.
In order to implement the simulation procedure, parameter values must be chosen
for the model above, for example byestimating the model on some time-series of
interest rates. For this purpose, a weeklyseries of German 3-month Eurorates for
the period 1983-1998 is chosen.14 Table 1 displays the parameter values obtained
when estimating (23)-(25) with the quasi-maximum likelihood method (i.e. using
εt+∆t ∼ N (0,1)). In Table 1, the restriction γ =1has been imposed in order to
obtain stationarydistributions, as discussed by KNSW (1997).15 The parameters
α0 and α1 that govern the mean-reversion in the model are of the right sign and
have reasonable magnitude, but are not signiﬁcantlydiﬀerent from zero. This is a
commonﬁnding in empirical studies dealing with parametric models of the process for
14 German interest rates are chosen instead of Swedish rates due to the fact that Sweden changed
currency regime from ﬁxed to ﬂoating in 1992. Hence, it is very likely that there was a regime shift
in the Swedish short-term interest rate process as well at this time, which would have made Swedish
rates unsuitable as input to the model.
15 The interest rate is nonstationary if γ>1; see also Broze et al. (1995). The unrestricted
estimate of γ is 1.075, which is not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from one.
21the short-term interest rate (see e.g. Aït-Sahalia (1996b)). The GARCH parameters
β1 and β2 are signiﬁcantlydiﬀerent from zero, hence indicating the presence of
conditional heteroskedasticityin the interest rate diﬀerentials. The sum of these
two parameters is smaller than unity, which implies that the interest rate follows
a covariance stationaryprocess (see Engle and Bollerslev (1986)). The Ljung-Box
test statistic for the level indicate that the KNSW model is successful in capturing
the autocorrelation in the short-term interest rate. The corresponding test for the
squared standardized residuals shows that the speciﬁcation used is able to model the
nonlinear dependence in the data as well. In all, the KNSW model seems to be able
to capture manyof the features of the data, and it should therefore be a suitable
choice to use as data generating process.16 The setup of the Monte Carlo studywith
the set of parameters in Table 1 is henceforth referred to as Case A.
Next, with the DGP and its parameters chosen, the simulation procedure is im-
plemented by simulating ”weekly” data (i.e. ∆t is set to one week) recursivelyfor
rt+∆t,r t+2∆t,...up to ﬁve years ahead in time, by drawing values of 4t+∆t from the
standard normal distribution and substituting them into the model. The procedure
is started up bychoosing ”today ’s” value of the short rate as rt =3 % ,while the
initial conditional variance is set equal to the estimated unconditional variance of
the weeklychanges in interest rates. 17
In order to evaluate the LS and the option approach for estimating implied PDFs,
bond and option prices have to be calculated. In general, given the existence of a risk














16 The fact that the KNSW model appears to do a good job in terms of capturing the salient
time-series features of the short-term interest rate raises the question whether this model should not
be used instead of the LS model to estimate implied PDFs. While this is possible to do, it would
require substantially more eﬀort in practice since there are no analytical expressions available for
pricing bonds in the KNSW setup. Consequently, in order to recover the parameters of the model
using cross-sectional data, bond prices would have to be obtained numerically as each new set of
parameters is evaluated in the NLLS estimation procedure. In practice, this is likely to be too
time-consuming to allow the KNSW model to be a realistic alternative for estimating interest rate
distributions.
17 In addition to this, the model requires an initial value for rt−∆t. This is set equal to rt · u,
where u is drawn from normal distribution with mean zero and variance equal to the unconditional
variance of the series of ﬁrst-diﬀerenced interest rates.
22Similarly, the price of a call option on the short-term interest rate at a future date






























Since there are no analytical expressions available for the pricing formulas above in
the KNSW setup, the bond and option prices have to be estimated bynumerical
means. In particular, the prices are obtained using Monte Carlo integration, by
















































where ∆t is one week, and the number of simulation runs is set to N =2 0 ,000. A
total of 14 zero-coupon bond prices with diﬀerent maturities are calculated, while
option prices for calls and puts are obtained for seven diﬀerent strikes for each of
four diﬀerent maturities.19 The seven strikes are set equal to the implied forward
rate, f (t,τ), plus three rates above and three below the forward rate, thus resulting
in an at-the-moneyoption, three out-of-the-moneyoptions, and three in-the-money
options. The strikes of the six options that are not in-the-moneyare equallyspaced
according to (1 ±x)f (t,τ), where x =0 . 1 ,0 . 2 ,and 0.3 respectively.
Using the simulated set of 14 bond prices, the parameters of the LS model can be
estimated, and the implied LS densitycan be obtained in the manner described in
earlier sections. The LS PDFs, qLS (τ), are estimated for the horizons τ correspond-
ing to the four maturities of the options. The option-implied PDFs are estimated
18 Again, it is assumed that the local expectations hypothsis holds.
















4,1,1.5,2,3,4, and 5 years, while
the option maturities are set to 1
12,0.25,0.5, and 1 year respectively (i.e. 4, 13, 26, and 52 weeks).
23using a method proposed byMelick and Thomas (1997 ). In short, this method as-
sumes that market participants expect future short-term interest rates to be drawn
from a mixture of two lognormal distributions.20 The speciﬁc shape of the terminal
distribution is then obtained byminimizing the distance between observed option
prices (with identical maturities but diﬀerent strikes) and the corresponding option
prices implied bythe mixture of lognormals. This is done with respect to the ﬁve
parameters to be estimated: a location parameter and a dispersion parameter for
each of the lognormal distributions, plus a weighting parameter to determine the
relative inﬂuence of the two lognormals on the terminal PDF, qOPT (τ).21
In order to evaluate the densityforecasts produced bythe two approaches, the ”true”
PDF, qTRUE(τ), has to be available. This is obtained byestimating the sample
20 In their original application to crude oil options, Melick and Thomas (1997) use a mixture of
three lognormals. However, Bahra (1997) ﬁnds that the use of two lognormals is more tractable from
a numerical point of view.
21 See Appendix 1 for a more detailed description of this estimation method. There are a number
of alternative methods that can be used to estimate the implied PDF from option prices. Bahra
(1997) discusses these various techniques, and ﬁnds the mixture of lognormals approach to be the
preferred method.
24distribution over the 20,000 simulated values of ri,τ, for each of the forecast horizons
τ =4 ,13, 26, and 52 weeks. Figures 7a-d displays the estimated implied and
”true” distributions (for Case A) for the four horizons. It is clear from the graphs
that the mixture of lognormals approach consistentlydoes a better job than the LS
method in terms of forecasting the true density. The general picture remains the
same when the parameters used in the DGP are changed in various ways to simulate
alternative interest rate dynamics, or when an alternative speciﬁcation is used for
the short rate process; see Appendix B. These results are not surprising given that
the option-implied approach is more ”general” than the LS method. As pointed out
byMelick and Thomas (1997), estimation methods based on an assumption about
the underlying distribution are more general since any given terminal distribution
encompasses manypossible underly ing processes for the short-term interest rate,
whereas a given process is consistent with onlyone terminal distribution. The option-
implied approach enjoys another advantage: for each of the forecast horizons there
are 14 option prices available, each carrying information as to the possible outcome
of the future interest rate at the end of the forecast horizon. The LS approach, on the
other hand, uses at most one bond price where the maturityis equal to the forecast
horizon.
The question of whether the visible diﬀerences between the densities are statistically
signiﬁcant can be addressed byusing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) goodness of ﬁt
test. This is based on the following test statistic:
D =s up
r
[ | Q a( r )−Q 0( r ) | ], (32)
where Q0(r) is the ”true” sample distribution function and Qa (r) is the alternative
distribution. In the case where the mixture of lognormals is the alternative distribu-
tion, the standard one-sample KS test can be applied, whereas the two-sample KS
test (also called the Smirnov test) is used when the LS model provides the alterna-
tive, since both the ”true” and the LS distributions are based on simulated data in
this case.
Table 2 displays the KS test statistics obtained for the two estimation methods and
for each of the four forecast horizons. It is clear from the results in Table 2 that we
can reject the hypothesis that the distribution of the interest rates generated by the
LS model and the distribution obtained using the DGP are the same. However, the
KS tests also indicate that there are statisticallysigniﬁcant diﬀerences between the
25estimated distribution of the DGP and the implied mix-of-lognormals distribution
for all forecast horizons. Hence, it seems that neither of the two estimation methods
provide satisfactoryresults from a statistical point of view.
Table 2: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the goodness of ﬁt between the
estimated LS RNDs and the estimated "true" RNDs, and between the
RNDs implied byoption prices obtained using a mix of lognormals and
the "true" RNDs.
Test Horizon Test statistic (D)
H0 : QLS (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.030 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.046 ∗∗∗
26 weeks 0.058 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.078 ∗∗∗
H0 : QOPT (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.021 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.011 ∗∗
26 weeks 0.013 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.014 ∗∗∗
QLS (r), QOPT (r), and QTR UE(r)are the estimated distributions using the
Longstaﬀ-Schwartz model, the mix of lognormals approach, and the true DGP
respectively. The critical values for the two-sample KS test (i.e. for LS vs
TRUE) are 0.012 (10%), 0.014 (5%), and 0.016 (1%).The critical values for
the one-sample KS test (i.e. for OPT vs TRUE) are 0.009 (10%), 0.010 (5%),
and 0.012 (1%). *, **, and *** denote signiﬁcance at the 10%, 5%, and 1%
level respectively.
A more relevant question, perhaps, is whether the discrepancies between the true
and the estimated distributions are economically signiﬁcant as well. As displayed by
Figures 7a-d, the diﬀerences between the option-implied and the true distributions
are quite small in magnitude. As for the LS RNDs, these also appear to be relatively
close to the true distribution, at least for the shorter forecast horizons, and the LS
model is quite successful in capturing the main asymmetries of the true distribution.
Therefore, it does not seem unreasonable to use the LS model as an alternative to
the option-implied approach if option price data is unavailable, when the purpose of
the estimated RNDs is to provide a general measure of the market’s perceived uncer-
tainty. If, however, the purpose is to use the estimated distributions for e.g. pricing
derivatives, the LS model should be used with caution, especiallyfor instruments
such as long-maturityout-of-the-moneyoptions.
265.2 Evaluating a Sequence of Density Forecasts
Ina recent article, Diebold et al. (1998)propose a methodforevaluating a sequence of
densityforecasts. The method is based on the so-called probability integral transform
of the realized outcomes of the forecasted variable, rt, with respect to the density






The probabilityintegral transform provides a relationship between the DGP and the
sequence of densityforecasts, that can be used to evaluate the performance of the
forecasts. Diebold et al. (1998) show that if a densityforecast coincides with the true
densityof the DGP, then the densityof zt is simplythe uniform densitywith support
over the unit interval. Furthermore, if a sequence of densityforecasts, {qt(rt)}
m
t=1
coincides with the true densitysequence, then the sequence of probabilityintegral
transforms of {rt}
m
t=1 with respect to {qt (rt)}
m




IID ∼ U(0,1). (34)
For practical applications, Diebold et al. (1998) propose testing whether the prob-
abilityintegral transform series is IID U (0,1) using simple visual tools such as his-
tograms and correlograms since these can be helpful in explaining the nature of the
violations in case of a rejection.
In this section, the procedure described above is implemented for sequences of interest
rate densityforecasts. Again, simulated data is used since it allows the construction
of a suﬃcientlylong interest rate series to implement the test procedure. Speciﬁcally ,
the same DGP (i.e. Case A) as in the previous section is used to generate a simulated
sequence consisting of 14,250 ”weekly” short-term interest rate observations, and an
equallylong sequence of conditional variances. The ﬁrst 1,000 observations in each
series are then discarded to avoid distortions due to initial assumptions used to start
up the simulation process. The resulting interest rate series is then taken to be the
true sequence of interest rate realizations. The ﬁrst 250 observations of this series
are regarded as the ”initiallyobservable” interest rates.
In principle, the densityforecasts can be evaluated for anyhorizon, but in view of
the computer-intensive nature of the simulation procedure, the forecast horizon is set
27equal to three months, i.e. 13 weeks. At every13th observation along the sequence
of interest rate realizations, LS and option-implied densities are estimated, resulting
in non-overlapping sequences of 3-month densityforecasts. The forecast procedure
is started at the last ”observable” period, i.e. at observation 250 in the simulated
series, and the actual estimations are carried out as follows.
First, theoretical bondand optionprices based onthe initial interest rate and variance
(at t = 250) are calculated using (29)-(31) in the same manner as described in the
previous section. A total of 14 zero-coupon bond prices, with maturities up to
three years, and 14 option prices, with 13 weeks to expiration, are generated using
N =5 ,000 simulation runs. Second, the initial value for the interest rate variance
(i.e. Vt) is estimated using the ﬁrst 250 observations with the simple GARCH(1,1)
model in (19). Third, the parameters of the LS model are estimated using the initial
interest rate (i.e. r250), the estimated variance, and the 14 generated bond prices.
The 13-week LS densityis then estimated using 5,000 simulation runs, while the
option-implied RND is estimated using the generated option prices. Fourth, the
probabilityintegral transform is obtained for each of the two densityforecasts, based
on the realized outcome 13 weeks later (i.e. r263),
zLS,263 = QLS,263 (r263), (35)
and
zOPT,263 = QOPT,263 (r263). (36)
I then move 13 weeks forward, and repeat the steps described above starting at
time t =2 6 3 ,to obtain the densityestimates for the interest rate 13 weeks later,
i.e. for r276, and the resulting set of probabilityintegral transforms, zLS,276 and
zOPT,276. This procedure is repeated a total of 1,000 times in order to generate 1,000











should be IID U (0,1) if the two approaches
provide ”good” forecasts of the true density. In order to examine whether the z’s are
uniformlydistributed, Figures 8 and 9 provide histograms (with 20 bins) of the LS
and the option-implied z−values, along with approximate 95% conﬁdence intervals
for the bin heights under the null that z is IID U (0,1).
28There are no clear visible patterns in the ﬁgures that might suggest anysy stematic
violations of the U (0,1) assumption. Furthermore, as shown byFigure 8, the height
of all bars in the histogram for the LS densityare within the 95% conﬁdence interval,
whereas two of the implied-option densitybars in Figure 9 end up outside the conﬁ-
dence interval. The question of whether the distribution of the z’s reallyare U (0,1)
can be tested more formallyusing a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. As Table 3 display s,
the null hypothesis that the sequence of probability integral transforms produced by
the LS densityforecasts is uniformlydistributed over the unit interval cannot be
rejected at the 5% level (or even at the 10% level). As for the option-implied density
29forecasts, the uniformityassumption can be rejected at the 10% level, but not at
the 5% level. The IID condition can be evaluated using correlograms of (z − ¯ z) and
powers of this series. The correlograms reveal no signiﬁcant serial correlation or any
form of systematic nonlinear dependence in the z series of either forecast method;
see Appendix C.
Table 3: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the goodness of
ﬁt between the empirical distribution of the probability
integral transforms (z) and the uniform (0,1) distribution.



















are the distributions of the proba-
bility integral transforms (z) for the Longstaﬀ-Schwartz and
the mix of lognormals density forecasts respectively. The
critical values for the KS test are 0.039 (10%), 0.044 (5%),
and 0.052 (1%). *, **, and *** denote signiﬁcance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
Hence, there is no evidence pointing to a rejection of the hypothesis that zLS is IID
U (0,1), and there is onlyweak support for rejecting the uniformityassumption for
zOPT. It therefore seems that, at least for the three month horizon, both the LS
model and the mix of lognormals approach provide adequate densityforecasts. In
contrast to the results in the previous section, the option-implied densityforecasts
do not seem to outperform the Longstaﬀ-Schwartz forecasts for the three month
horizon. This lends support to the conclusion that the LS densityforecasts can be
useful in providing an indication of the uncertaintyin the future short-term interest
rate.
6 Conclusions
The possibilityto extract information about market expectations from ﬁnancial asset
prices has attracted the interest of market participants and policymakers for a long
time. Along with the rapid expansion of derivative markets in recent times, new
methods have been developed for exploiting the information content in derivative
30prices. In particular, a number of diﬀerent techniques have been proposedfor deriving
the implied risk-neutral density(RND) from observed prices of options. The implied
RND provides valuable information, since it can be interpreted as the markets ex ante
estimate of the probabilitydensityfunction of the underly ing price on the expiration
date of the options.
This paper demonstrates an approach for estimating implied distributions of fu-
ture short-term interest rates, that does not depend on option prices. Instead, the
Longstaﬀ-Schwartz (1992a) two-factor model is used, which allows estimation of the
implied distribution using cross-sectional data on prices of bills and bonds, condi-
tional on current values of the two state variables: the short-term interest rate and
the volatilityof the short rate. This method therefore provides a useful alternative
when interest rate option data is unavailable for some reason.
In order to test the performance of the LS densityestimation approach, the results of
the method are compared with those of a more traditional option-implied densityes-
timation method. Furthermore, the implied densities obtained with the two methods
are evaluated against the ”true” PDF using simulation-based techniques. As might
be expected, the results of this exercise show that the option-implied approach per-
forms better than the LS method in the sense that the option-based implied density
in general is closer to the ”true” PDF. This is not surprising, since the option-implied
method utilizes the information in a large number of option prices that expire at the
date for which the densityis estimated, whereas the LS method uses bond price data
for a number of diﬀerent maturities, all of which maydiﬀer from the forecast horizon
for the PDF.
However, the densityforecast evaluations also show that, at least for the shorter
forecast horizons, the diﬀerence is relativelysmall between the estimated densities
produced bythe two methods, as well as between the estimated and the ”true”
PDFs. The LS model is also quite successful in capturing the main shape of the
true underlying density. Furthermore, an evaluation of a long sequence of three-
month densityforecasts shows that the LS approach performs well in forecasting the
true density, and it is also concluded that the option-implied density forecasts do
not outperform the LS forecasts for the chosen forecast horizon. It therefore seems
that the LS model is a useful alternative to the option-implied densityestimation
31approach if option price data is unavailable, when the purpose of the estimated RNDs
is to provide a general measure of the market’s perceived uncertainty, for example as
an indicator for monetarypolicypurposes.
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35A Estimating Implied PDFs from Option Prices22
Assuming the existence of an equivalent martingale, or risk-neutral, probabilitymea-
sure, the price at time t of a European call option expiring at time T, with strike
price X, written on an underlying asset S, can be expressed as the present value of
the option’s expected payoﬀ at the maturity date, where expectations are taken with




q(ST)(S T −X)dST, (37)
where r is the risk-free interest rate during the option’s life, and q(ST) is the risk-
neutral density(RND) for the price of the underly ing asset at the expiration date.





It is possible to estimate the RND since the option prices above are functions of the
densityof the underly ing asset. Assume that a weighted average of two lognormal
densities is a suitable candidate for the underlying density of ST :















,i =1 ,2 , (40)
and where αi and βi are location and dispersion parameters for each of the two log-
normal distributions, while θ is the weighting parameter that determines the relative
inﬂuence of the two lognormals on the terminal distribution.
Byusing at least ﬁve simultaneouslyobserved option prices with the same expiration
date, but with diﬀerent strikes, the parameter vector Φ={ α 1,α2,β1,β2,θ}can be
estimated using NLLS:
















where * denotes observed values.
22 For further details about the estimation method, the reader is referred to the original article
by Melick and Thomas (1997). See also Bahra (1997) and Söderlind and Svensson (1997).
36B True and Implied RNDs for Alternative DGPs
The DGP for Case B is identical to the one for Case A, except for the parameter α0 which has been
increased to 0.05, therefore producing an upward sloping implied forward rate curve as a result of
the larger drift.
Table B1: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the goodness of ﬁt
between the estimated and the "true" RNDs: Case B.
Test Horizon Test statistic (D)
H0 : QLS (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.040 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.049 ∗∗∗
26 weeks 0.061 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.068 ∗∗∗
H0 : QOPT (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.028 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.020 ∗∗∗
26 weeks 0.026 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.012 ∗∗∗
*, **, and *** denote signiﬁcance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
37The DGP for Case C is identical to the one for Case A, but the initial variance has been increased
by a factor of 10, thereby simulating turbulent market conditions at the estimation time.
Table B2: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the goodness of ﬁt
between the estimated and the "true" RNDs: Case C.
Test Horizon Test statistic (D)
H0 : QLS (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.021 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.035 ∗∗∗
26 weeks 0.062 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.062 ∗∗∗
H0 : QOPT (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.054 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.057 ∗∗∗
26 weeks 0.060 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.070 ∗∗∗
*, **, and *** denote signiﬁcance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
38The DGP for Case D is identical to the one for Case A, except for the parameter β1 which has been
increased by a factor of 2, therefore producing a more volatile process for the short rate. (Compared
with Case A, the variance in the simulated outcomes one year from the starting date is increased
by about 45%).
Table B3: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the goodness of ﬁt
between the estimated and the "true" RNDs: Case D.
Test Horizon Test statistic (D)
H0 : QLS (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.023 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.026 ∗∗∗
26 weeks 0.030 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.047 ∗∗∗
H0 : QOPT (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.024 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.017 ∗∗∗
26 weeks 0.014 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.010 ∗∗
*, **, and *** denote signiﬁcance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level respectively.
39The DGP for Case E is the "general parametric model" of Aït-Sahalia (1996b), where the short
term interest rate evolves according to dr =
￿







β0 + β1r + β2rβ3dZ.
This is the only parametric speciﬁcation that was not rejected by Aït-Sahalia (1996b) when testing
a number of diﬀerent speciﬁcations using the distance between the parametric and a nonparametric
density estimator. The parameters used for the DGP were obtained by estimating the model on
the German 3-month Eurorates discussed in Section 5. The actual estimation was performed using
FGLS on a discretized version of the model. The initial short-term interest rate is set to 3% in the
simulations.
Table B4: Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the goodness of ﬁt
between the estimated and the "true" RNDs: Case E.
Test Horizon Test statistic (D)
H0 : QLS (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.067 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.073 ∗∗∗
26 weeks 0.077 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.080 ∗∗∗
H0 : QOPT (r)=Q TRUE(r) 4 weeks 0.017 ∗∗∗
13 weeks 0.010 ∗∗
26 weeks 0.012 ∗∗∗
52 weeks 0.015 ∗∗∗
*, **, and *** denote signiﬁcance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% level.
40C Correlograms of Powers of (z − ¯ z)
Figure C1: Correlograms of (z − ¯ z) (upper left ﬁgure), (z − ¯ z)
2 (upper right
ﬁgure), (z − ¯ z)
3 (lower left ﬁgure), and (z − ¯ z)
4 (lower right ﬁgure) for the
Longstaﬀ-Schwartz density forecasts. Dashed lines are approximate 95% con-
ﬁdence intervals.
Figure C2: Correlograms of (z − ¯ z) (upper left ﬁgure), (z − ¯ z)
2 (upper right
ﬁgure), (z − ¯ z)
3 (lower left ﬁgure), and (z − ¯ z)
4 (lower right ﬁgure) for the mix
of lognormals density forecasts. Dashed lines are approximate 95% conﬁdence
intervals.
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